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1. “A tailings dam may look safe, but it’s still retaining a lot of 
moisture  behind it,” according to Dermot Ross-Brown, a 
mining industry engineer who teaches at the Colorado School of 
Mines.  “They’re inherently dangerous structures.” 

 
2. Most people think that tailings dam failures are rare events.  In 

fact, there have been 46 in the past 20 years (Wise Uranium, 
2018.  “The Los Frailes Tailings Dam Failure”). 

 
3. The tailings dam collapse in Brumadinho, Brazil that killed at 

least 270 people was “the world’s most deadly mining disaster 
of its kind in more than 50 years.”  An investigation by the Wall 
Street Journal found that Vale, the owner of the failed tailings 
dam, fired an inspection firm because the company refused to 
certify one of its dams as safe, months before the dam collapsed.  
Vale then hired another company which signed off on the dam 
that burst despite evidence from its own readings that the 
structure was “way below” the recommended safety level.  
(Samantha Pearson and Luciana Magalhaes, “Brazilian 
Prosecutors to Pursue Penalties Against German Firm Over 
Mine-Dam Collapse,” Wall Street Journal, March 27, 2019; 
Ernesto Londono et. al., “Leaders of Brazil Mining Giant Step 
Down to Ease Criminal Inquiry,” New York Times, March 5, 
2019). 

 
4. “There is no safe dam in Brazil,” said Bento Albuquerque, 

Brazil’s Mines and Energy Minister.  “That concept does not 
exist,” he said during a hearing before the Senate Environment 
Committee on dam safety.  (Lise Alves, “There is no Safe Dam 
in Brazil, Says Minister,” The Rio Times, May 24, 2019). 
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5. “All so-called upstream dams need to be decommissioned or 
removed by August, 2021, according to a resolution published 
by Brazil’s National Mining Agency.”  (Peter Millard, “Brazil 
Bans Upstream Dams After Vale’s Latest Disaster,” Bloomberg 
News, February 18, 2019). 

 
6. The Brazilian tailings dam disaster “has sparked a push to set 

global standards for the construction and inspection of tailings 
dams, which store the muddy detritus of the mining process, as 
well as emergency preparations.  The move reflects a radical 
departure from the way facilities have operated for more than a 
century.”  (Ernest Scheyder, “Brazil Tailings Dam Disaster 
Pushes Mining CEOs to Make Safety Changes,” Insurance 
Journal, February 27, 2019). 

 
7. “On February 19, 2019, BHP Group Chief Executive Officer 

Andrew Mackenzie, citing the need for a “nuclear level of 
safety,” said his company would welcome an international and 
independent body to oversee the integrity of all the tailings 
dams.”  BHP is the world’s largest mining company and co-
owner of the Samarco tailings dam that collapsed in Brazil in 
2015.  (Danielle Bochove et. al., “Brazil’s Deadly Dam 
Collapse Could Force the Mining Industry to Change,” 
Bloomberg Businessweek, February 20, 2019.). 

 
8. “Investors said they were working to understand tailings dams 

that store increasingly large amounts of waste from mining 
operations.  Investors simply don’t have enough information to 
make informed decisions, they have to have a degree of trust 
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          in the companies and if the risk is too high, then they are 
          out of mining,” Ian Woodley, investment analyst at Old  
          Mutual, said.”  (Barbara Lewis, Simon Jessop and Clara 
          Denina, “Trust in Tailings? Vale dam disaster spurs investors 
          into action,” Reuters, February 15, 2019). 

 
9. “American International Group (AIG) has cut back the vast 

majority of its mining liability business following deteriorating 
loss ratios in the class, driven in part by the most recent tailings 
dam disaster in Brazil, earlier this year.”  (Gavin Bradshaw, 
Insurance Insider, June 3, 2019. 

 
10. “On April 5, 2019, the Church of England Pensions Board and 

the Swedish Council on Ethics asked 683 listed resource 
companies to make public details about their tailings facilities in 
the wake of the Vale tailings dam disaster in Brazil on January 
25, 2019.  They have the backing of the Principles for 
Responsible Investment (PRI), which groups investors 
overseeing around $80-trillion worth of investments.”  (Ed 
Stoddard, “Anglo American and others come clean on tailings 
dams in wake of Vale disaster,” Daily Maverick, June 10, 
2019). 

 
11. The upstream tailings dam method is designed to fail, 

environmental groups warn.  Industry experts consider the 
upstream method to be the least desirable type of tailings dam 
construction, due to its high risk of dam instability.  It is used 
because it is cheaper to construct, but is not the “Best 
Available Technology.”  (Mining Action Group, UPEC, 
“Designed to Fail,” January 2019). 
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12. Unlike conventional dams that have a finite life. “tailings dams 
have to be designed and constructed to last “forever” and 
required some degree of surveillance and maintenance long 
after the mining operation has shut down and generation of cash 
flow and profit has ceased.”  (MMSD, “Stewardship of Tailings 
Facilities,” T.E. Martin, et. al., AMEC Earth & Environmental 
Limited, April 2002).  How long will dam monitoring methods 
continue, post-closure?  Experts warn that none of these 
(tailings dam construction) methods has zero risk of 
accidents—even if the dam is no longer being used.  “Dams 
have to be monitored for the rest of their lives,” says Rafaela 
Baldi (an engineer who designs tailings dams).  
https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-47048439 

 
13. “These dam failures are not limited to old technology or to 

countries with scant regulation.  Previous research pointed out 
that most tailings dam failures occur at operating mines, and 
that 39% of the tailings dam failures worldwide occur in the 
United States, significantly more than in any other country.”  
(see Rico et. al, “Floods from tailings dam failures,” Journal of 
Hazardous Materials, 2008, pp. 79-87). 

 
14. “Despite many good intentions and investments in improved 

practices, large storage facilities, built to contain mine tailings 
can leak or collapse.  These incidents are even more probable 
due to climate change effects.  When they occur, they can 
destroy entire communities and livelihoods and remain the 
biggest environmental disaster threat related to mining.”  
(Ligia Noronha, United Nations Environment Programme, Mine 
Tailings Storage:  Safety Is No Accident, a UNEP Rapid  

https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-47048439
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        Response Assessment, UN Environment Programme and  
        GRID -Arendal, 2017). 
 
15. “Five dams used to store mining waste are at “extreme” risk of 

causing environmental damage if they fail, according to a 
review by BHP, the world’s biggest mining company.  BHP 
said that four tailings dams in Australia and one in the U.S. 
were ranked at the highest level of risk, and had the potential to 
cause serious damage to the local environment and cause scores 
of deaths in the case of a collapse.”  (Sandra Laville, “BHP 
reveals five mine dams at ‘extreme’ risk of causing damage and 
loss of life,” The Guardian, June 7, 2019). 

 
16. “The list of catastrophic failures will continue to grow,  
         Dr. David Chambers and others say, as long as the mining  
         industry continues to rank cost ahead of safety in designing, 
         operating and maintaining tailings dams…Meanwhile, climate 
         change and aging mines have made the problem more  
         pressing, with rainfall increasing in many parts of the world and  
         the need to grind through more and more rock in older  
         properties to extract profitable ore, leaving more waste.”   
         (Danielle Bochove et. al., “Brazil’s Deadly Dam Collapse  
         Could Force the Mining Industry to Change,” Bloomberg  
        Businessweek, February 20, 2019). 
 
17. “Any time you rely on a dyke to contain something, whether it’s 

water or tailings, it’s going to fail someday, sooner or later,” 
said Henry Vaux, a resource economist at the University of 
California-Riverside.  “To think they’re bullet proof is to fool  
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          Yourself.”  (Peter Moskowitz, “Tailings Ponds Are the 
           Biggest Environmental Disaster You’ve Never Heard Of,” 
           Vice News, August 7, 2014). 

 
18. The Menominee Nation’s sacred sites and other cultural 

resources are contained within the footprint of the proposed 
mine.  According to former Menominee Tribal Chairman Gary 
Besaw, “Our place of origin at the mouth of the Menominee 
River may be destroyed by any adverse impacts on the land, 
environment and water from mining disasters.” 

 
19. Aquila has ignored the Menominee Nation’s treat rights and 

is in violation of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples that requires all extractive resource 
projects to obtain the free, prior and informed consent of 
indigenous peoples.  Furthermore, the International Union for 
the Conservation of Nature has affirmed that the sacred natural 
sites of indigenous peoples should be “No-Go-Areas” for 
destructive industrial activities like mining and for corporations 
to permanently withdraw from such areas. 

 
20. “Tailings dams are complex systems that have evolved over the 

years.  They are also unforgiving systems, in terms of the 
number of things that have to go right.  Their reliability is 
contingent on consistently flawless execution in planning, in 
subsurface investigation, in analysis and design, in construction 
quality, in operational diligence, in monitoring, in regulatory 
actions, and in risk management at every level.  All of these 
activities are subject to human error.”  (Mount Polley 
Independent Expert Engineering Investigation and Review  
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        Panel, 2015.  The Report of the Mount Polley Tailings Storage 
        Facilities Breach, Vancouver, Province of British Columbia). 
 
21. “The comprehensive 2001 International Commission on large 

Dams (ICOLD) report found that all 221 dam failures examined 
were avoidable—that the technical knowledge to build and 
maintain tailings storage facilities existed, but that an 
inadequate commitment to safe storage combined with poor 
management was the cause of most failures.  Unfortunately, 
despite this realization and the development of many new 
measures, guidelines and improved practices, tailings storage 
facilities have continued to fail.  Furthermore, the issue of safely 
storing tailings may become even more challenging as the 
volume of waste from mines increases due to lower ore grades 
and as climate change brings about more intense and variable 
weather events.”  (Executive Summary of Mine Tailings 
Storage:  Safety is No Accident, A United Nations Environment 
Programme Rapid Response Assessment, 2017). 

 
22. In the 10 years since the ICOLD 2001 report, the failure rate of 

tailings dams has remained at roughly one failure every 8 
months (i.e. three failures every two years).  Over a 10,000 year 
lifespan (a conservative estimate for how long these structures 
will need to maintain integrity), this implies a significant and 
disproportionate chance of failure for a tailings dam.   
(Dr. David Chambers and Bretwood Higman, “long Term Risks 
of Tailings Dam Failure,” October, 2011, p. 4). 
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23. “Mine tailings are a major waste stream generated in mining 

operations.  Tailings are the waste material left over after the 
valuable component has been removed through processing.  
They include ground-up rock or sand, and the chemical reagents 
and process water used to extract the commodity.  Tailings 
dams, also referred to as tailings storage facilities, are the most 
common method used to store this material.”  (Executive 
Summary of Mine Tailings Storage:  Safety is No Accident, A 
United Nations Environment Programme Rapid Response 
Assessment, 2017). 

 
24. The disposal of tailings is commonly identified as the single 

most important source of environmental impact for many 
mining operations (Steven Vick, “Planning, Design, and 
Analysis of Tailings Dams,” 1990, Richmond B.C., Canada).  
This is not surprising when considering that the volume of 
tailings requiring storage can often exceed the on-site total 
volume of ore being mined and processed (see Jon Engels, 
“What are tailings?—Their nature and production.  In Tailings. 
Info.  http://www.tailings.info/basics/tailings.htm) 

 
25. Aquila appears to have no idea what the real percentage of 

water will be in the tailings.  Aggressively dewatered?  Near 
saturation?  20% water content?  66% moisture content?  The 
proliferation of these strange discrepancies should be taken 
seriously, however, as they may have caused significant 
calculation errors  in determining the factor of safety (fos), 
tailings management facility capacity, Leachate production 
estimates, air emissions and more. 

 

http://www.tailings.info/basics/tailings.htm
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26. How does the proposed dewatering of tailings provide adequate 
liquid to ensure pumping of the slurry in all weather conditions 
(temperature range)? 

 
27. Aquila is planning an underground mining phase, which has 

been concealed in all permit applications to the State of 
Michigan thus far, including the Mine Permit Amended 
Application (MPAA), the Dam Safety Permit, and the Air 
Quality Permit. 

 
28. The proposed use of the tailings management facility (TMF) 

liner raises a number of serious doubts about the durability and 
limited lifetime of the material.  These liners have only been 
used by mining and municipal waste industries for a few 
decades, yet a multitude of failures have occurred, resulting in 
groundwater contamination.  Aquila’s Dam Safety analysis 
failed to consider the corrosive effect of the tailings 
chemistry on the liner material.  If the geomembrane fails, 
how will groundwater contamination be addressed?  Liners have 
a finite life, and will fail following the closure of the TMF, 
when the resources available to remediate the failure will be 
limited. 

 
29. Since “waste rock will be used to construct the tailings 

management facility (TMF) walls” and nearly all the waste rock 
was found to be acid-generating, will the “top” and “exterior” 
sides of the TMF dam walls be lined or otherwise covered to 
prohibit or limit the contact of precipitation (rainfall) and waste 
rock? 
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30. According to Dr. David Chambers, monitoring wells should be 
“placed to ensure the tailings facility embankment is not 
contributing acid or metal leaching to groundwater.”  Why is 
this not part of Aquila’s Mine Permit Amended Application? 

 
31. The Dam Safety Permit makes no mention of dam breach and 

inundation modeling for the tailings facility.  What is an 
emergency response plan for a dam breach?  A “Dam Breach” 
scenario is not listed specifically in “Emergency Response 
Systems” (MPAA VOL. 1, Table 6-1) or in the Amended 
Contingency Plan. 

 
32. What is the extent (distance) of the expected impact of a dam 

breach?  Aquila should be required to provide full and partial 
breach modeling, considering different tailings composition. 

 
33. Aquila’s dismissal of earthquake risk (seismicity) as a potential 

hazard is unwarranted.  Risk assessment must be site specific, 
aware of local threats and the historical record, and not rely 
upon general peak ground acceleration (PGA) values pulled 
from a template.  While the Upper Peninsula region is generally 
considered low-risk for earthquakes, seismicity is a serious 
hazard in the design of a permanent structure containing 
hazardous materials. 

 
34. Aquila’s consultant has described the tailings in the mine Permit 

Amended Application (MPAA, Vol. 1, p. 130) as “potentially 
acid generating and metal leaching (Foth 2015b, 2016).  Use of 
the phrase “potentially acid generating” is inaccurate and 
misleading.  Geochemical modeling provided in the 2015 Mine  
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         Permit Application shows that 77% of the waste rock and nearly 
         all of the ore is acid generating (reactive), and tailings are 
         expected to be highly reactive, not “potentially reactive.” 
 
35. Tailings dam walls are vulnerable to catastrophic rupture both 

during and after the mine’s operational life.  Designing for both 
overtopping (water flowing over the top of a dam, causing 
erosion of dam walls) and earthquakes requires a prediction of 
the largest hydrologic or earthquake “event” the tailings dam 
will see during its lifetime, and in each of these instances the 
required lifetime is almost always perpetuity. 

 
36. Another seismic hazard (liquefaction or the sudden 

transformation of tailings sands into a murky liquid) poorly 
addressed in the Mine Permit Amended Application (MPAA) 
comes from the “decanting pond” of water from the tailings, 
expected to form on the top of the tailings impoundment, 
ranging between 150,000 cubic meters in size (during operation) 
to 50,000 cubic meters post-closer (under the 7-year Life of 
Mine scheme).  “It may be hard to visualize the size of that 
pond, but 150,000 cubic meters means the decant pond will be 
roughly six times larger than the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting 
Pool in Washington, D.C.”  (see “Designed to Fail,” Mining 
Action Group, UPEC, February 2019). 

 
37. There is a well understood tendency to make assumptions that 

favor short-term economic situations, and to assume that present 
technology can and will minimize the long-term risks associated 
with the design, operation, and long-term closure of tailings  
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38. facilities.  The record of tailings dam failures strongly suggests 

that these issues have yet to be adequately addressed. 
 


